We present a novel way to draw planar graphs with good angular resolution. We introduce the polar coordinate representation and describe a family of algorithms for constructing it. The main advantage of the polar representation is that it allows independent control over grid size and bend positions. We first describe a standard (Cartesian) representation algorithm, CRA, which we then modify to obtain a polar representation algorithm, PRA. In both algorithms we are concerned with the following drawing criteria: angular resolution, bends per edge, vertex resolution, bend-point resolution, edge separation, and drawing area.
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Introduction
In the area of planar graph drawing there has been considerable interest in algorithms that produce readable drawings [3] . Among the many properties which contribute to the readability of planar graphs, edge smoothness, vertex resolution, bend-point resolution, angular resolution, and edge separation are of great importance. Edges are often drawn as straight-line segments connecting two vertices. An edge can also be drawn as a sequence of straight-line segments, in which case the smallest number of bends is desirable. An edge may also be drawn as a smooth curve. These three types of edges generally provide aesthetically pleasing drawings.
Definitions
A graph drawing has good vertex resolution if vertices cannot get arbitrarily close to one another, that is, if vertices are well distributed in the drawing. As a result, a great deal of research has been concentrated on graph drawing algorithms which place vertices on the integer grid such that the drawing area is proportional to the number of vertices n of the graph, typically O(n) × O(n). If there are bends in the edges, then the bend-points are also placed on the integer grid. The bend-point resolution of a graph refers to the minimum distance between two bends. The edge separation of a graph refers to the minimum distance between two edges that are sufficiently away from their endpoints (since incident edges can get arbitrarily close to each other near their common endpoint).
A graph drawing has good angular resolution if adjacent edges cannot form arbitrarily small angles. This is achieved by ensuring that the edges emanating from a given vertex "fan out" evenly around the vertex. Note, however, that good angular resolution cannot always be achieved while simultaneously guaranteeing straight-line edges and small sub-exponential drawing area [10] . By introducing bends in the edges, however, we can guarantee both good resolution and small drawing area.
Previous Work
Garg and Tamassia [6] consider the problem of drawing with good angular resolution, and Kant [9] shows how to create drawings with angular resolution of Θ(1/d(v)) in an O(n) × O(n) area grid, using edges with at most three bends each. Gutwenger and Mutzel [8] describe an improved algorithm with better constant factors which produces very aesthetically pleasing drawings in a (2n − 5) × (3n/2 − 7/2) grid with at least 2/d(v) angular resolution using at most three bends per edge. The algorithm of Goodrich and Wagner [7] requires one less bend per edge and guarantees angular resolution of Θ(1/d(v)) for each vertex v, but at the expense of larger area, (20n − 48) × (10n − 24). Cheng, Duncan, Goodrich, and Kobourov [1] improve the above algorithm so that every edge has at most one bend while the angular resolution is Θ(1/d(v)) for each vertex v and maximum area is 30n × 15n.
Our Results
We first present a new Cartesian representation algorithm (CRA) which improves the bounds of previous algorithms. In particular, CRA guarantees 1 bend per edge, unit vertex resolution, unit bend-point resolution, √ 2/2 edge separation, 5n × We then present a novel polar representation algorithm (PRA). The PRA algorithm also guarantees π 4d(v) angular resolution, 1 bend per edge, and unit vertex resolution. The bend-point resolution and edge separation are parameters that can be modified to achieve different types of drawings and drawing areas. In particular, for the same parameters as the CRA algorithm (unit bend-point resolution and √ 2/2 edge separation), the PRA algorithm creates a drawing of size 9n× 9n 2 . Note that in some situations the vertex resolution is more important than the bend-point resolution or the edge separation. In such situations, all of the previous algorithms perform poorly since they are designed to maintain constant resolution particularly between vertices and bend-points. Using the PRA algorithm, we can relax the bend-point resolution constraints and get significant improvements.
The PRA algorithm relies on a novel approach for representing bends and vertices. Traditionally, vertices and bend-points are restricted to lie on integer grid coordinates. One reason for this is that the points are defined by a pair of integers. In this way, all operations on the points (for example, shifting) are performed with integer arithmetic. At the drawing stage, the integer coordinates are mapped to pixels on the screen.
Another reason for placing vertices and bend-points on integer grid coordinates is that this approach guarantees good vertex resolution, good bend-point resolution, and good edge separation [1, 7, 8, 9] . Rather than insisting that bend-points lie on integer grid coordinates, we propose an alternative approach which allows bend-points to be located on a grid represented by polar coordinates. We call this a polar representation approach because both the vertices and the bend-points are represented using polar coordinates.
At the exact moment of drawing the graph onto the screen, an algorithm using polar representation requires a rounding calculation to determine the exact pixel location for the bend-points. Note, however, that the traditional approach also uses a rounding calculation for scaling from the integer grid space to the pixel space.
The main advantage of using a polar representation is that it allows us to independently control grid size and bend positions. Polar coordinates allow us to specify different vertex resolution, bend-point resolution, and edge separation. We achieve this added flexibility at the expense of slightly increased storage for the graph representation. A Cartesian representation requires exactly two integers for each point while the polar representation requires up to five integers per point.
Both of our algorithms assume that the graph is a fully triangulated, undirected, planar graph. If the graph were not fully triangulated, one can still solve the problem by fully triangulating the graph, embedding this new graph, and then removing the inserted edges. Approached properly, this scheme incurs at most a constant factor decrease in angular resolution as the modified degree of a vertex can triple in size, e.g. fully-triangulating a path. As a result, for the remainder of this paper when we say "graph" we mean a fully triangulated, undirected, planar graph. We leave it as an open exercise to modify the algorithm to work more effectively for general undirected planar graphs.
In Section 2 and Section 3 we present the Cartesian Representation Algorithm (CRA) and argue its correctness. CRA is an improved version of the algorithm from Cheng et al [1] for drawing with good angular resolution. In Section 4 we introduce the concept of embedding graphs using a polar coordinate system and then present the Polar Representation Algorithm (PRA) which is a modification of the CRA.
The CRA Algorithm
The Cartesian Representation Algorithm is a natural extension of some previous algorithms that guarantee good angular resolution [9, 8, 7, 1] . In our algorithm the vertices of the graph are inserted sequentially by their canonical ordering, generating subgraphs G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n . The canonical ordering [5] for a planar graph G orders the vertices of G so that they can be inserted one at a time without creating any crossings. We define G k at step i to be the graph induced by vertices 1, 2, . . . , k. From our ordering, we shall see that G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 are basic graphs, a vertex, a line, and a triangle respectively. Graph G k+1 is created from G k by inserting the next vertex v k+1 in the canonical order. Before we show the details of our algorithm we need several definitions. Following the notation of [5] , let w 1 = v 1 , w 2 , . . . , w m = v 2 be the vertices of the exterior face C k of graph G k in order. For a particular subgraph G k with k > 2 and vertex v k+1 , we refer to w l and w r as the leftmost and rightmost neighbors of v k+1 on C k , see Fig. 1 . We also say that v k+1 dominates w i for l < i < r. That is these vertices on C k are no longer on C k+1 .
When referring to vertices and points, we often need to use the (current) coordinates of the vertices and points on the grid. Let v(x) and v(y) represent the x and y coordinates of some vertex v.
Vertex Regions
In the immediate vicinity of every vertex there are two types of regions: free regions and port regions. The free and port regions alternate around the vertex, see Fig. 2(a) . For each free region there is at most one edge passing through it to v. Each port region is bounded by a line segment with a number of ports and every edge inside the port region passes through a unique port. The number of ports in a port region is as small as possible. We define the six regions around v based on rays extending at certain angles or slopes from v. For convenience, we assume that 0
• is pointing in the vertical direction. As illustrated in Figure 2 (a), the six regions around v are defined as follows: 
The algorithm draws each edge in E, except the initial edge (v 1 , v 2 ), by "routing" it through a port of one of the two vertices in a fashion similar to Cheng et al [1] . Each edge consists of two connected edge segments. One edge segment, the port edge segment, connects a vertex with one of its ports. The other segment, the free edge segment, connects a vertex to one of its neighbor's ports. For example, for an edge e = (u, v), if we route e through the leftmost port in u's middle port region M p , we would draw two line segments, see Fig. 2 (b): the port edge segment would pass from u to the port, and the free edge segment would pass from the port to v. This method of construction guarantees that the free edge segments always pass through free regions and that each port transmits at most one port edge segment.
We perform our construction in incremental stages, where each stage corresponds to the insertion of a new vertex. Observe that at each stage, for every vertex v except those on the external face, are exactly three free edge segments. The remaining edges are connected to v via port segments. These remaining edges can be grouped into three classes based on which port region they are routed through,
Count the number of edges in each of these groups and let d l (v) be the number of port edge segments using port region L p . Similarly, define d r (v) and d m (v) to be the number of port segments using port regions R p and M p . Observe that in the final stage, there are exactly three vertices on the exterior face, v 1 , v 2 , v n , and
That is, for every edge, there is a corresponding port and free edge segment, except for the edge (v 1 , v 2 ). This initial edge is only a single free (horizontal) edge segment. We could also, of course, remove the port edge segments for the final external face as well and thus the summation would be |E| − 3.
For a vertex v we define the maximal right port
of v in a similar fashion, see Fig. 2 (a).
Invariants of the CRA Algorithm
By design, our algorithm is incremental with n stages, where each stage corresponds to the insertion of the next vertex in the canonical order. Thus it is natural to define several key invariants to be maintained at every stage. The four invariants below are similar in flavor to those of Cheng et al [1] except that here we do not need to maintain any joint boxes. 
3. The free edge segment of edge e = (w i , w i+1 ), 0 < i < m, has slope ±1 and e's port edge segment goes through a maximal port.
4. For every vertex v there is at most one (free) edge segment crossing each of its free regions. All other edge segments are port edge segments.
Vertex Shifting
In the algorithms that maintain good angular resolution with the aid of vertex joint boxes [1, 7] , every time a new vertex is inserted, already placed vertices need to be shifted a great deal so that the joint box can fit amongst them. The amount of shifting required is typically of the order of the degree of the vertex. Invariably this leads to large constants behind the O(n) × O(n) area, e.g. (20n−48)×(10n−24) in [7] and 30n×15n in [1] . In our algorithm we never need to shift any vertex by more than five grid units allowing us to draw G in a 5n × 5n 2 grid. When a new vertex v is inserted, we must create enough space so that the leftmost w l and rightmost w r neighbors of v can "see" v through their respective maximal port regions. Note that the previous R p max port of w l and L p max of w r were used at an earlier stage. Thus, we must create an additional port along the R p region of w l . Similarly, additional space is necessary along the L p region of w r . In order to create more space we need to move w l and w r . We also have to ensure that the four invariants and the planarity of the graph are maintained. This is achieved by shifting the "shifting set" of the vertex as well as the vertex itself. Using the definition of de Fraysseix et al [5] , define the shifting set M k (w i ) for a vertex w i on the external face of G k to be a subset of the vertices of G such that:
by distance δ i to the right (i = 1, 2, . . . , m), then the embedding of G k remains planar.
These shifting sets can be defined recursively. Let w l and w r be the leftmost and rightmost neighbors of v on C k . Then construct M k+1 (w i ) recursively as follows:
For convenience, define a right-shift of m units for a vertex w i as shifting M k (w i ) by m units to the right so that all ports for every vertex in M k (w i ) also shift except the ports in the L p region of w i . Define a left-shift of m units for vertex w i as shifting M k (w i+1 ) by m units to the right so that all ports for every vertex in M k (w i+1 ) also shift including the ports in the R p region of w i .
CRA Overview
The CRA algorithm constructs the graph one vertex at a time, by creating the graphs Figure 4 (a)), so assume that G k , for k ≥ 3, has been constructed with exterior face
. Suppose we have embedded G k with exterior face C k . To construct G k+1 , let v k+1 be the next vertex in the canonical ordering and recall that w l and w r are, respectively, the leftmost and rightmost neighbors of v k+1 on the exterior face C k .
Recall that d r (w l ) is the current number of port edge segments using R p of w l , and that d l (w r ) is the current number of port edge segments using L p of w r . There are two cases to consider:
• case (a) d r (w l ) = 0, see Fig. 3(a) . Insert v k+1 at the intersection of lines l and r, where l is the line with slope +1 through w l 's maximal right port and r is the line with slope −1 through w r 's maximal left port, see Fig. 1 . In the case where lines l and r do not intersect in a grid point it suffices to shift all the elements in M k (w r ) one additional unit to the right.
The edges from v k+1 to w l and w r are routed through w l 's maximal right port and w r 's maximal left port, respectively. The remaining edges go from v k+1 to vertices w i , l < i < r.
Before placing the M p region of v k+1 it is necessary to ensure that there are enough ports on it that can be used to connect v k+1 to w l+1 , w l+2 , . . . , w r−1 . The M p region is a horizontal line segment with 1, 3, . . . , 2m − 1 ports when the line segment is respectively 1, 2, . . . , m grid units below v k+1 . To allocate enough space then we simply locate the horizontal line segment (r − l)/2 units below v k+1 .
As shown in the next section the M p region can be placed correctly, that is, placed so that it does not lie below any of the vertices w i , l < i < r. We now need to route the edges from v k+1 to w i . In the case where r − l is an even amount there are exactly enough ports for each of the vertices, so the routing is simple, the first (leftmost) port goes to w l+1 and the last (rightmost) port to w r−1 . If it is odd, there is one extra port. Ideally, we would simply skip the rightmost (or leftmost) port. However, it is possible that this would force the last edge (among others) to have the free edge segment be outside the valid region. Therefore, we proceed as follows, assign leftmost port to w l+1 , then w l+2 , and so on until either all are assigned or one vertex, w a , has a free edge segment that is outside of the free region. We then assign ports from rightmost port to w r−1 , then w r−2 , until w a is assigned. Note this is identical to simply skipping one port and continuing left. In the next section, we shall show that this correctly routes the edges. That is, all edges go through ports and the free edge segments lie in free regions.
It is important to point out that in the interest of saving space, being as compact as possible, we allow free edge segments to initially have length zero. That is a vertex w i can actually lie on a port of another vertex v. This is not a problem so long as the port is used only to route an edge between v and w i . During shifting, the vertex and the port are treated separately. That is, they are not necessarily confined to be in the same location. See Figure 4. 
Correctness of the Algorithm
The algorithm works correctly if all four invariants are maintained. We show that free edge segments always remain in free edge regions and that there is at most one free edge segment per free region. We then need to bound the 
Proof:
The initial edge (v 1 , v 2 ) is treated as a special edge. It is a free edge segment that is not connected to any ports. As the vertices shift this edge remains horizontal and thus remains inside its free regions. It can also be seen that the lemma holds from G 2 to G 3 .
For k ≥ 3, we must consider how a free edge segment could "move". When inserting vertex v k+1 , the graph G k changes by performing shifts (right or left shifts). These shifts move vertices and ports and possibly cause edge segments to change slope. Let e be a free edge segment in G k which connects two vertices w and v via one of w's port regions. The slope of e determines whether e lies inside a free region of v or not. Therefore, we need to prove that upon shifting either the slope of e does not change or that the change does not allow e to leave the free region.
There are a few important points to remember about shifting before we proceed with the proof. First, shifting is only done with the shifting sets of vertices on C k and for any such operation, all vertices and ports which move are shifted the same amount. In addition, all ports are shifted along with their respective vertices except for certain ports belonging to vertices on C k . Second, if a vertex w ∈ G k is not in C k then it must have been previously dominated by another vertex v k , k ≤ k. At that time, w is added to the shifting set of
From the recursive construction of the shifting sets, for all k ≥ k and any vertex w i ∈ C k , v k ∈ M k (w i ) if and only if w ∈ M k (w i ). That is, v k shifts if and only if w shifts.
Recall that there are three types of free regions: M f , L f , R f . Let us first assume that e lies in the M f region of v. Edge segments in the M f regions are created by a vertex w dominating another vertex v. But from the arguments above, v must then belong to the shifting set of w and so both v and w are always shifted together. Since e connects to w's M p region, the port always shifts with v and w. Therefore, the slope of e cannot change and it must remain in M f . As the two remaining cases are symmetric to each other, without loss of generality, let us now assume that e lies in the L f region of v. This implies that the slope of e is between 0 and +1. Edges lying in the L f region are created by neighboring vertices on some prior external face. That is, at some previous stage k ≤ k, we connected v k = v and w = w l ∈ C k . In this situation, e is routed from a port in
That is, if w l shifts then so must v k . Note that v k can shift without w l shifting. As for w l 's R p region, it is possible that the port region shifts without w l but only on a left shift of w l . In this case, v k again still shifts with the R p region of w l . Therefore, shifting affects the slope of e only if v k shifts and w l 's R p region does not. Since v k moves farther away from w l 's port region, the slope of e becomes more horizontal (approaches 0). Consequently, e still remains within the L f region of v.
In order to prove our next main lemma (Lemma 3) we need to present a few smaller issues describing the relationship between the vertices and the lines of slope ±1. Each of these lemmas relies on the fact that G k maintains the key invariants as described in Section 2.2.
Definition 1 Let v be a vertex in
to be the line of slope +1 (resp. -1) passing through v.
Property 1 Suppose we are given a graph G k maintaining the key invariants.
For any w i ∈ C k , the region above w i and between w + and w − is empty of any vertices in G k .
Note, this property comes directly from the fact that the external face has free edge segments of slope ±1 and that x(w 1 ) < x(w 2 ) < . . . < x(w m ). See Figure 1 .
Lemma 2 Suppose we are given a graph G k maintaining the key invariants.
For any w i , w j ∈ C k and i ≤ j, let p i and p j be any two points on w 
Proof: See Figure 5 for a simple example. We shall prove this lemma inductively. It is certainly true for the case when i = j. So, let us assume the lemma holds for all j < j. There are two possibilities for w j , either w j (y) > w j−1 (y), increasing along the external face, or w j (y) < w j−1 (y), decreasing along the external face. In the first case, recall that the port edge segment connecting w j to w j−1 must go through the R p max of w j−1 . Therefore, w + j is shifted over one unit and hence p j (x) − p j−1 (x) = 1. In the second case, the connection is through the L p max of w j and therefore p j (x) − p j−1 (x) ≥ 3. See Figure 6 . From our assumption then, we have
To see the symmetric argument, notice that if we flip the graph about the y-axis, we have the same problem. For any w i , w j ∈ C k and i ≤ j, let p be the intersection of w
Corollary 1 Suppose we are given a graph G k maintaining the key invariants.
Proof: Let w a be any vertex with i ≤ a ≤ j. Let p i and p j be any two points on w From the above inequality and the fact that p i (y) = p j (y) = w a (y) we have
Therefore, the corollary holds for the maximum of all w a (y).
Lemma 3 Every free edge segment passes through a free region which contains no other edges.
Proof: From Lemma 1, we know that once a free edge segment lies within a free region it remains inside. Therefore, we only need to be concerned about ensuring that free edge segments are initially routed through a free region. This, of course, happens only with edges extending from a new vertex v = v k+1 .
For k ≥ 2, when v is inserted there are two types of new edges added: the outside edges between v and the outside neighbors, w l and w r , and the inside edges between v and the inside neighbors w i where l < i < r. In both cases the new edge is routed through a port creating one free edge segment and one port edge segment. A free edge segment of an outside edge has slope either +1 or −1 by construction; therefore it lies inside the free regions L f and R f of vertex v. Since v is a new vertex, there are no other segments inside these two free regions.
Dealing with the inside edges is more complex. We first need to show that there is sufficient space between the vertices on the exterior face of G k and the 
Because w i lies on or below the port region, we know that
Given that w a is the first vertex which lies outside of the free region in the first phase, we know that, if i < a, w i 's edge segment must lie in a free region. Let us then look at the case where i = a. Combining Equations (2), (3), and ( 4), we see that
Notice that p a (x) is (on or) between p So, let us assume that p a does not lie (on or) between the two slopes. Therefore, p + a (x) + 1 = p a (x). Now, since w a is the skip vertex we know that the port q lying just to the left of p a is free. Since p a (x) = q(x) + 1, we substitute in to Equation (6) yielding p
But, q was not a valid port so it must not lie (on or) between w − and w + . The only possibility is that q(
which contradicts Equation (5) . Hence, p a must lie between w − a and w
Let us now look at the case where i > a. Observe that since the ports are assigned consecutively p i (x)−p a (x) = i−a. Applying Lemma 2 and Equation (8), for w a and w i , we see that
Applying Equations (2) and (4), we see that
Therefore p i lies between w − i and w + i and the edge to w i is properly routed. The argument for the case when r − l is even is identical except one does not have to deal with the issue of a skip vertex. Therefore, we know that all free edge segments are properly routed through free regions.
Lemma 4 If G k maintains invariants one through four, then G k+1 maintains invariants one through four.
Proof: By definition of the shifting set, invariants one and two hold, see [7] . By construction of the algorithm, invariant three holds as well. Also by construction every edge, except (v 1 , v 2 ), inserted has a port edge segment and a free edge segment. By lemmas 1 and 3 invariant four also holds.
Lemma 5 The angular resolution for vertex v ∈ G as produced by the algorithm is 1/2d(v), where d(v) is the degree of vertex v.
Proof: The worst angle is achieved between a free edge segment for some edge f and a port edge segment for some edge e, where f is located at the boundary of its free region and e is the neighboring port edge segment. There are six possible cases but the argument is the same for all of them, so without loss of generality consider the case in Fig. 8 . Let v be the vertex and d(v) = d be its degree. Also let s and t be the lengths as shown in Fig. 8 . Let θ be the angle between f and e, and x the number of ports as shown in the figure. Note that all vertices have at least one edge connected to them via free edge segments. So, the number of ports, x, in any port region is at most d − 1. From the figure, observe that tan(θ) = t/(s − t) and hence arctan(t/(s − t)) = θ. But
Using the Maclaurin expansion for arctan(y), where y < 1 we have
Here, the last inequality comes from the fact that for 0 < y < 1, y 3 /3 < y 3 /(y + 1) < y 2 /(y + 1). Since 0 < x ≤ d − 1 and 0 < 1/(2x + 1) < 1, this yields
Therefore, the angular resolution is strictly greater than 1/2d.
1 In fact, all but the three external vertices have three free edge segments connected to them and it is a simple matter to make the external vertices have two free edge segments connected to them. Proof: Since every edge has only two segments, there can be at most one bend per edge. Chrobak and Payne [2] show how to implement the algorithm of De Fraysseix, et al. [5] in linear time. Their approach can be easily extended to our algorithm. By invariants three and four and by lemma 5 the angular resolution is at most 1/2d(v).
It remains to show that the drawings produced by the algorithm fit on the 5n × 5n/2 grid. Every time we insert a vertex v k , we increase the grid size by at most 5 units, which implies that the width of the drawing is at most 5n. The final drawing fits inside an isosceles triangle with sides of slope 0, +1, −1. The width of the base is 5n and so the height is less than 5n/2.
The PRA Algorithm
In this section, we introduce a novel approach to represent bends and vertices. Rather than insisting that bends lie on integer grid coordinates, we propose an alternative approach which allows bends to be located on a grid represented by polar coordinates. Using a polar representation allows us to independently control the grid size and edge bend positions. We begin by considering the polar representation in general and then present the PRA algorithm that uses the new approach.
A point p in the polar grid system is represented by a set of integers. For the vertices we only need two integers (p x , p y ). For the bend-points we may need up to five integers. We shall see in the PRA algorithm that these five integers Typically, f b ≥ f e , so we can assume that the bend-point resolution determines the radius in case (b). Using this together with the fact that sin α > 0.97α for α < π/8, the minimum radius required is
Summing over all vertices in the graph, the sum of the radii used for the right port regions, R, yields:
With R we bounded the number of shifts required because of "right" neighbors. Similarly, we can define L, the shifts necessary due to "left" neighbors:
L and R bound the number of shifts required due to left and right neighbor visibility. Note, however, that if we shift by the minimum amount required by the f e and f b parameters, the location of the next vertex v k+1 may not be at integer coordinates. We can guarantee that v k+1 is placed on the integer grid by performing some additional shifts. By shifting at most 3 more units, we are guaranteed to find an integer location for v k+1 . Then the total shifting required is at most L + R + 3n. Since the final drawing fits inside an isosceles right-angle triangle, the total area required for the drawing is (L + R + 3n) × (
L+R+3n 2
). In order to compare the PRA algorithm to the CRA algorithm, we evaluate equations 11 and 10 using two sets of parameters, Table 1 . In all three cases the algorithms guarantee at most one bend per edge. The PRA algorithms place all the vertices on grid points and each bend-point is determined by at most five integer polar coordinates.
Conclusion and Open Problems
In this paper we present two algorithms for drawing planar graphs with good angular resolution while maintaining small drawing area. Other drawing criteria optimized by the algorithms include number of bends, vertex resolution, bend-point resolution, and edge separation. The first algorithm, CRA, is a traditional algorithm in which vertices and bend-points are represented using Cartesian coordinates. It improves on the best known simultaneous bounds for the six drawing criteria. In the PRA algorithm vertices and bend-points are represented using polar coordinates. It is based on the CRA algorithm but allows for independent control over the grid size and bend positions. Using a polar coordinate representation yields slightly worse area bounds compared to the CRA algorithm, see Fig 10 and Fig. 11 . We believe, however, that the PRA approach is more promising. The angular resolution of the PRA algorithm is better and it provides greater control over the drawing process.
The PRA bounds presented in this paper can be further improved. Using two integers to represent the radius (similar to the way the angles are currently represented) will most likely result in smaller drawing area. Our current estimates indicate that certain (small) values of edge separation and bend-point resolution yield grids of size 4n × 2n. It is likely that when using only one bend per edge, the best angular resolution will be achieved for vertex regions in which each of the port and free regions have angles π/3 rather than a combination of π/4 and π/2. The biggest challenge, however, to the success of the PRA algorithm deals with the three potential shifts needed to align a new vertex onto an integer grid. If we can reduce this bottleneck, we feel that the PRA algorithm can significantly surpass the bounds of the CRA algorithm. 
